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WELL, THAT WAS TERRIFYING
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But, which is more terrifying:
• Crypto Regulation, or 
• Crypto Asset Prices?
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Crypto Fund AUM:  We Ain’t Scared
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Hello, Neighbor – Chicago as a Crypto Hub



Overview of Crypto Market Dynamics



Crypto is Not Just Bitcoin
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More Investors are Trading Crypto



More Regulation, Volume Up, Volatility Down:
Crypto is a … Maturing Asset (Class)?
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Forbes, Aug 20, 2018

We’re seeing more institutional movement 
into this area. And with more institutional 
movement, we should see more 
maturation of this market, but there is still 
a long way to go. 
‐‐ Chris Giancarlo, CFTC Chair, AKA “Crypto Dad”
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Crypto?  Really?  Maturing?

 Maybe that’s the wrong question?
 Consumers adopting crypto for payments
 Institutional investors

 Avoid investing directly in crypto itself
 Betting heavily on crypto use cases and service providers



CRYPTO EXCHANGE VALUATION
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INVESTORS TRACKING ADOPTION OF ASSET CLASS, 
NOT PRICE OF UNDERLYING ASSETS



Retail and Consumer Investment and 
Applications



CONSUMERS ARE USING CRYPTO
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BLOCKCHAIN PAYMENT USE CASES
OTHER THAN CRYPTOCURRENCIES

 Financial services
 Cross-border payments
 Ripple, Amex, Veem, and Santander Bank’s 

“Payment Corridor” 

 Secure institutional payments 
 UBS developing a proof-of-concept for the “Utility 

Settlement Coin”
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BLOCKCHAIN TOKEN USE CASES
OTHER THAN CRYPTOCURRENCIES

 Real Estate
 Tokenization of land titles
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 Energy
 Pilot program to tokenize 

renewable energy 
certificates



CRYPTOCURRENCY USE CASES 
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Cryptocurrency trading volume is up. What is cryptocurrency being used for?



Cryptocurrency Acceptance at the POS
 Coinbase

 Used by Overstock.com since 2014 to accept Bitcoin
 Also used to send, receive, buy and sell

 ShapeShift
 Digital asset exchange (i.e., crypto converter)
 Used by Overstock.com to accept crypto (in addition to Bitcoin)

 bitpay
 Used by retailer to accept Bitcoin
 Retailer can transfer $ to bank account or store 
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Cryptocurrency Acceptance at the POS
 Dash

 Direct P2P payments and merchant acceptance
 User friendly with cryptography in the background
 Buy with cash or other cryptocurrencies
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discoverdash.com/stats



Cryptocurrency for the Unbanked -
Microfinance
 Africa

 Devaluation of local 
currency leads to 
opportunity

 Lack of regulation adds to 
opportunity

 Non-taxation bolsters 
opportunity
 Registration is required, 

but not taxable
 Access is 24/7, worldwide 

for digital wallets
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Cryptocurrency as a Charitable Donation
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Digital currency donations to 
charities increased to $70M in 
2017, up from $7M in 2016.



Retail Use of Cryptocurrency
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 Price: The Exodus 1 is available for pre-order at a price of 0.15 
bitcoins or 4.78 ether tokens, which is approximately $960.

 Target Audience:  The 
blockchain community.

 Advantage:  Improved 
security and privacy.

 HTC Smart Phones



Commercial Use of Tokens 
 Populous

 Global invoice trading platform
 PPT – Populous Platform Token
 Auction model

 Business can sell invoices to receive funds instead of waiting for the 
customer to pay

 Buyers can purchase the invoice and then collect the invoice 
amount plus interest on the due date

 Used by over 40,000 businesses in the UK
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Commercial Use of Tokens
 ShipChain

 Developed a business case, 
followed with ICO

 Blockchain-based transport and 
logistics solution
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 SHIP Tokens are required to perform transactions on the 
platform

 South Carolina issued a cease and desist



The Intersection of State Money Transmitter Licensing 
(MTL) Laws & Cryptocurrency
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 Can’t we just register to do business in 
the state and call it a day?

 With an online-only presence, we don’t 
need a license, correct?

 Can’t we launch a pilot or only launch in 
a few states and then get our licenses 
later?



The Intersection of MTL Laws & Cryptocurrency

 MTL laws protect consumers

 Typically regulate nonbank entities that:
 Receive and hold consumer funds, or 
 Issue or sell payment instruments (including stored value). 

 MTL laws usually require:
 Minimum capitalization and bonding;
 Fingerprinting, background checks and financial info on owners; 
 AML compliance program; and
 Reporting requirements & being subject to audit by state regulators.

 MTL laws have been said to stifle payment innovation when compared to the 
EU “passporting” system. 
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The Intersection of MTL Laws & Cryptocurrency

 Money Transmitter Licensing (state level) 
 49 states (plus D.C.) have enacted MTL laws
 27 states affirmatively do or do not regulate cryptocurrency
 Licensing triggers

 Receiving cryptocurrency for transmission
 Engaging in transmission or exchange involving cryptocurrency & fiat 
 Issuing or selling cryptocurrency 
 Exercising control or custody over cryptocurrency 
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Is it possible to comply without a license?

 Short answer:  Yes, IF a program is structured so that an exemption 
applies or a license is not required

 Exemption examples:
 Agent of a bank (or other exempt entities)
 Agent of a licensed money transmitter
 Agent of the payee
 Engaging in exempt activities 
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Challenges

 Partnering with a bank or licensee = oversight & cost 

 Nationwide solution 

 To license or not to license
 Investment
 Time to market

 States are active with inquiries and enforcement 
actions
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Recent MTL Developments

 New law in South Carolina – only Montana left

 Eighteen states now expressly include some cryptocurrency 
activity as requiring a money transmitter or similar license: AL, 
CO, CT, GA, HI, ID, IL, KS, LA, NM, NY, NC, OR, PA, TN, TX, 
VT, WA (although some only if fiat involved)
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Regulatory Sandboxes
 Arizona announces first U.S. “Sandbox”

 Up to 10,000 
 Duration of 10 years
 Max. Loans:  $15,000 individual/$50,000 aggregate
 Max. Money Transmission products or services:  $2,500 individual/$25,000 

aggregate
 Some limits subject to increase upon showing of adequate capitalization & risk 

management
 Consumer disclosures

 Illinois considering it 
 Up to 5,000 
 12-month test period (possible 6-month extension)
 No transaction limits
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Taking a Look at:  What is the use case?

 Key questions:

 Due diligence

 Business plan

 Financial backing

 Legitimacy
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Crypto Business:  Investment Case Study



Crypto Payments: Case Study - Veem

Instead of relying on a series of 
correspondents to move money 
between different jurisdictions around 
the world, Veem, uses bitcoin to 
directly connect its clients’ bank 
accounts with suppliers and 
customers.  ‐‐ Forbes

“Whatever you do in life, at the 
end of the day there’s a payment.  
Payment technology is at the core 
of what people do and their 
livelihood.”  ‐Marwan Forzely, Veem CEO



Crypto INVESTMENT: Case Study - Veem
Goldman Sachs’ Principal Strategic 
Investment Group is strategically backing 
blockchain companies that have the 
potential to improve service for the bank’s 
clients, … . But fellow Veem investor GV … 
has a much more profit‐driven motive … 
Veem could be the first bitcoin startup to 
go public.

Veem has raised $25 million to cut 
intermediary banks out of the payment 
process altogether. ‐‐ Forbes



It’s Not Just Crypto



Disruptive Fintech is More than Crypto



Hello, Neighbor – Chicago as a Fintech Hub



Fintech is Disrupting Everything … Including IM



Blockchain … as a Service (BaaS) ?

 Blockchain: A “Distributed Ledger Technology”
 Ledger:

 “a book or other collection 
of financial accounts of a 
particular type”

 Accounting
 Audit records
 Supply Chain 

Management
 “Stock” ledgers

 Fractional 
ownership

 Securitization
 Tokenization



Blockchain as Ownership Ledger for Alt. Assets



Blockchain and Really Alternative Assets

304 Troutman Street, 
Brooklyn, NY
https://www.meridio.co/

“14 Small Electric Chairs” 
– Andy Warhol

https://www.maecenas.co/

Fractional Ownership in 
“Best performing asset class 

of the last decade”

1955 Jaguar D-Type

https://bitcar.io/

Collectible Exotic Cars

“A ‘decentralized art gallery’ 
(the works are scattered, 
but exhibited together 

online) that ’democratizes’ 
investment in art”

‐NY Times



The Obligatory Commercial …



Questions?   Drinks?




